The Signal is clear™

Some things never change...like Federal Signal’s long-standing focus on industrial markets. Recognized as the world’s largest prime manufacturer of industrial-grade audible/visual signaling, quality performance is a centerpiece of Federal Signal’s production operations. ISO 9001 Certification highlights this commitment to product integrity and conformance with customers’ most stringent quality requirements.

Federal Signal products are often used as the benchmarks for establishing industry standards. Underwriter Laboratories (UL), the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and the European Community (EC)—in virtually every case, for virtually every product group—Federal Signal meets or exceeds standards…and then passes test after test conducted by independent labs without even breaking a sweat.

Completing the package...a distributor network that knows signaling/communications applications inside and out.

Total customer satisfaction is Federal Signal’s ultimate goal. That’s why every product is backed up by a promise of excellence in customer service and technical support. That’s also why Federal Signal distributors have a reputation as problem-solvers who are totally dedicated to matching the product to the application in the most cost-effective way possible.

Supporting distributors is an internationally acclaimed team of engineers and technicians. Beyond on-going product development, Federal Signal’s signaling/communications experts provide a host of custom-engineering services that spotlight plant-wide integrated systems as never before—and as nobody else. Total solutions in integrated signaling and communications. That’s Federal Signal.

Federal Signal on the web: WWW.FEDERALSIGNAL-INDUST.COM

Total solutions for industrial communications, safety, security and emergency response. Industrial applications have always been Federal Signal’s stock-in-trade. Put simply: No one puts their name on more “industrial-only” audible/visual signaling devices and communications systems. That’s why no one is better equipped to meet the growing demand for plant-wide system integration. Period.

The breadth of product line to do it all...the know-how to do it well.

Backing up Federal Signal’s extensive line of industrial-grade signaling and communications products is application and engineering know-how that reflects the deepest knowledge pool in the business. Around the globe and across a diverse scope of industries, Federal Signal provides solutions that work harder, smarter and safer.

Federal Signal products set the standards for industrial signaling/communications technology, demonstrating the engineering expertise that consistently raises the bar for optic and acoustic components. Performance, reliability and quality are all trademarks of Federal Signal products. But that’s not to say that Federal Signal engineers aren’t constantly searching for new ways to improve those already tried and true.

In every Federal Signal design, the Federal Signal Research & Development team’s exclusive BeautyScope™ Software licenses intellectual property and contributes significantly to Federal Signal’s standing as an innovator in design, technology and new product development. The result is a comprehensive line of industry-defining products that are marketed to Federal Signal’s international distributor network.

Federal Signal’s comprehensive line of products includes a full range of audible and visible signaling devices, sirens, horns, speakers, warning lights, public address systems, emergency notification systems, intercoms and more.

The Signal is clear™

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME, THE WIDEST PRODUCT LINE, AND THE DEEPEST KNOWLEDGE POOL IN THE SIGNALLING INDUSTRY. AT FEDERAL SIGNAL, THAT’S WHAT WE MEAN BY A TOTAL INDUSTRIAL SOLUTION. BECAUSE FOR EVERY JOB YOU NEED YOUR SIGNALING TO DO, WE’RE WORKING TO FIND A WAY TO MAKE IT WORK HARDER, SMARTER AND SAFER THAN EVER BEFORE, WITH EVERY PRODUCT WE MANUFACTURE, AND THROUGH EVERY LEVEL OF OUR ORGANIZATION. WE ARE COMMITTED TO PROVIDING INDUSTRY-WIDE SOLUTIONS—NO MATTER WHAT INDUSTRY YOU’RE IN.